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Editor’s Corner
As we work on this issue, the world is facing a pandemic due to COVID-19. We hope 
this issue finds you and your students healthy. 
We start with “Getting Prescription Drugs at the Pharmacy.” Do you ever feel 
uncertainty when you pick up medications, perhaps due to perplexing instructions or 
confusion over what you’ll pay? Now, imagine how that uncertainty feels for English 
language learners. Although our article can’t alleviate all of your learners’ worries when 
getting medicine, it can at least give them the vocabulary and conversation practice 
they need to speak more effectively with pharmacy workers. We also share a discount 
pharmacy card that you and your students can use to save money.
Next up is the topic of spelling. You may sometimes wonder what you can teach your 
pre-high school equivalency and ELL learners about spelling. Our article, “Helping 
Students Learn Homophones” addresses one aspect of spelling important for HSE tests.
Have you ever used messaging services like WhatsApp or Facebook Messenger to 
supplement lessons or even to provide a full lesson? If so, you’re not alone. Teachers 
know that students are on these types of apps, so it makes sense in some situations to 
use them for instruction. “Using Mobile Messaging Apps in the Adult Ed Classroom” 
reviews some of the pros and cons of using messaging services with students.
Our numeracy article, “Math Problems and Puzzles to Sharpen Numeracy Thinking 
Skills,” focuses on math activities that can bolster student confidence in math and get 
them to think more broadly about the process of finding a correct answer for math 
problems.
Exploring Resources has a mix of interesting resources from ProLiteracy, New Readers 
Press, and other sources to make your teaching more effective.
Finally, our Tutor Profile tells the story of Susan Grunder, who dedicates much of her 
time as a volunteer tutor to teaching English to refugees from Afghanistan.  

—The Editor
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Purpose
To provide ELL students practice with a sample conversation they might have 
at a pharmacy when picking up prescription drugs.

Rationale
Fifty-five percent of Americans use prescription drugs, according to a 2017 
Consumer Reports survey. Those who take prescription drugs use four drugs on 
average. The large number of prescription medications used in the U.S. means 
that it’s likely that immigrants in the U.S. also will need prescription medicines 
at some point, be it for short-term or chronic use. 
However, when it’s time to pick up medication at a pharmacy, English can 
become challenging, especially for beginning learners. This article aims to give 
beginning or intermediate ELLs practice with a sample conversation they may 
have at a pharmacy when picking up medication. The conversation is best used 
in a class that is focusing on health lessons and that may already have some 
knowledge of medicine-related vocabulary.

The Basic Activity
1.  Before class, gather some sample medicine containers you can bring to

class. For instance, you can have a couple of over-the-counter medications
like pain relievers or cough medicine, but also have some sample prescription
bottles. If you don’t have actual containers, you can use pictures.

2.  Ask students if they use medicine. Next, ask if they know the difference
between over-the-counter versus prescription medicine. Ask how many
students use prescription medicine. For students who use prescription
medicine, ask where they got the medicine. Many will likely say they got
it from a local pharmacy (some may have prescription medicine that was
filled in their own country). Here are more questions you can ask about
drugs they got at a local pharmacy:
• Was it easy or hard to ask questions in English at the pharmacy?
• Did the pharmacist explain how to use the medicine?
• Why is it important to ask questions about using a medicine?
• Did you need to show an insurance card?
• Did you read the instructions on how to take the medicine?
• Are prescription drugs expensive?

Getting Prescription 
Drugs at the Pharmacy
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More Information 

The "Right Dose" Picture 
Story
http://www.cal.org/caela/esl_
resources/Health/healthindex.
html#Dose
Picture Stories for Adult ESL Health 
Literacy is an invaluable and free 
online resource for ELL classrooms. 
It provides a series of eight health-
related stories relevant to ELLs. 
Topics include depression, gaining 
weight due to the typical American 
diet, and feeling stressed out. All 
stories are told with a series of 
pictures that teachers can show 
and discuss with students. The 
story at the link above, “The Right 
Dose,” focuses on a father who 
mistakenly gives the wrong dose 
of medicine to his daughter. The 
lesson with the story suggests 
discussions to have with students 
about medication safety.

REEPWorld: Health English
http://www.reepworld.org/
englishpractice/health/index.htm
Students can use this online, 
interactive resource on their own 
to build health-related vocabulary 
and comprehension. The site 
includes special sections on food, a 

*
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healthy life, medicine, emergencies, 
health problems, and the body. 
The website is from the Arlington 
Education and Employment 
Program in Arlington, Virginia.

(Continued on page 4)

****Very Good 
ite!!!
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http://www.reepworld.org/englishpractice/health/index.htm
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  You can adjust your questions to fit your class level and any vocabulary 
previously introduced, but the point is to generate students’ background 
knowledge and get them thinking about the topic of prescription 
medicines.

3.   Let students know that they will practice a conversation that they may 
have at the pharmacy. Have copies ready of the pharmacy conversation 
on page 6. Read it aloud to students so they can hear your pronunciation. 
Next, read it again and have the class repeat after you. Ask if they have any 
questions about pronunciation or vocabulary. The terms discount card and 
empty stomach may be new. (Make sure to see page 5 for more information 
about a discount drug card that you and your students can use.)

4.   Give students time to practice the conversation with a partner. Walk 
around the classroom to answer any questions.

5.   When students are comfortable with the conversation, you can do a few 
other activities for additional practice or for variation:
• Provide a cloze exercise where five to seven words from the conversation 

are blacked out, so students need to fill in the missing words.
• Do a dictation exercise where you read sentences from the conversation, 

and students have to repeat the sentences without looking at the 
conversation itself.

• Lead the class through a language experience approach story, where 
you all work together to write a conversation that might take place 
between a person visiting the pharmacy and the pharmacy worker.

• Practice a conversation variation where students ask what type of over-
the-counter medication they should use for bad allergies, a bad cough, 
and other health problems.

• Print out a copy of the discount drug card from ProLiteracy (see page 5) 
and discuss it with students. If you have enough computers, you can help 
them get the card so they can use it next time they are at the pharmacy.

• Have a more detailed conversation with students about prescription 
medication. Ask and answer questions about where to find less expensive 
medication. Or, ask and answer questions about medicine safety and 
why it’s important to read instructions for any medication used.

More Information
(Continued from 3)

Following Directions and 
Doses for Medications
https://lincs.ed.gov/health/15_
directions
Find a variety of ready-to-use 
classroom resources for teaching 
medication label information on the 
LINCS website, all geared toward 
beginning ABE and ELL levels. 
Resources include a vocabulary list 
and graphics, flashcards, a reading 
activity, a cloze passage, and more.

Practical English: 
Understanding Medication 
Labels
https://tinyurl.com/wtqlvvk
Learn English With Rebecca on 
YouTube features a 10-minute video 
on understanding medication labels. 
It includes the introduction of terms 
such as OTC, dosage, and side 
effects. Watch it first to decide if 
it is appropriate for your students’ 
proficiency level.

Reading Medicine Labels
https://esol.britishcouncil.org/
content/teachers/lessons-and-
activities/lesson-plans/reading-
medicine-labels
The British Council has designed a 
70-minute lesson to help learners read 
medicine labels and follow simple 
medication instructions. Most of the 
lesson is valid in the U.S., but watch 
out for a few British/U.S. English 
differences. For example, chemist is 
used instead of pharmacist.

www.proliteracy.org
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Save Money on  
Prescription Medications
ProLiteracy has partnered with the Discount Drug Network to 
provide free prescription discount cards to make health care more 
accessible for all. Not only can the card save you and your 
students money, but each time the savings card is used, a 
small portion of the transaction is donated to ProLiteracy.
The ProLiteracy Prescription Savings Card will provide 
discounts for Food and Drug Administration-approved 
medications, including pet medications. Accepted at up to 
99% of all U.S. pharmacies, the card can be used whether 
or not you are insured, for savings up to 85% off.
After downloading the ProLiteracy Prescription Savings 
Card, there is no activation, enrollment, or personal 
information required. Just present the card to your 
pharmacist at checkout and receive discounts as available.
Anyone can download the card regardless of income, age, 
insurance, or citizenship status. No personal information is required to 
download the card.
Here are a few online links related to the card:

• Preview eligible discounts for your prescriptions at participating pharmacies. This allows
you to compare the discounts at each pharmacy, to ensure you are receiving the best deals on
your medications:
http://rxpricing.discountdrugnetwork.com/

• Download the card here:
https://www.proliteracy.org/Portals/0/pdf/Devo/Partners/ProLiteracy-DDN-Card-letter.pdf

• Receive a physical copy of the card in the mail at no additional cost (you can use the digital
version or physical copy when getting your prescriptions):
https://ddnrxsavings.com/ddn7010/get-the-card/

• Learn more about the card:
https://ddnrxsavings.com/ddn7010/

http://rxpricing.discountdrugnetwork.com/
https://www.proliteracy.org/Portals/0/pdf/Devo/Partners/ProLiteracy-DDN-Card-letter.pdf
https://ddnrxsavings.com/ddn7010/get-the-card/
https://ddnrxsavings.com/ddn7010/
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Pharmacy worker: Hi, may I help you?

Customer: Yes, I’m here to pick up my prescription.

Pharmacy worker: Sure. What’s your last name?

Customer: Gomez. G-O-M-E-Z. My first name is Steve.

Pharmacy worker: What’s your date of birth?

Customer: It’s November 28th, 1985.

Pharmacy worker: OK, I see your prescription here. Do you have insurance?

Customer: No, but I have a discount card.

Pharmacy worker: Sure, let me see it. OK, it looks like you’ll save some 
money today with the card. The cost for your prescription is $30. Do you have any 
questions about the medicine?

Customer: Yes. Do I have to take it with meals or on an empty stomach?

Pharmacy worker: On an empty stomach, before you eat.

Customer: OK, thanks.

Pharmacy worker: Thank you. Have a nice day.

CONVERSATION:  
Getting Medicine at the Pharmacy

www.proliteracy.org
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Purpose
To provide a practice lesson with homophones that students should know 
before taking the GED® test or another high-school equivalency test.

Rationale
When taking the GED test or another HSE test, scorers will consider if 
there are several spelling errors that make it harder to understand a student’s 
answer on the writing portion of the test. One type of spelling error that could 
confuse students is homophones. Homophones are words that sound alike but 
are spelled differently and have different meanings. This activity introduces a 
few homophones and provides practice with them. The lesson is geared toward 
students prepping for an HSE test, but it also could be used in higher-level 
ELL classes.
Note that the final part of this activity (steps 5 and 6) requires some preparation 
in advance.

The Basic Activity
1.  Write the word homophone on the board. Ask students if they know 

what it means. Let them know that homophones are words that are 
commonly confused and that sound alike but have different meanings and 
spellings. Before you give examples, ask students if they can think of any 
homophone examples.

Helping Students Learn 
Homophones W
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More Information

What’s the Difference 
Between a Homograph, 
Homonym, and Homophone?
https://www.dictionary.com/e/
homograph-vs-homophone-vs-
homonym/
Give students (and perhaps yourself!) 
a better grasp on the difference 
between homographs, homonyms, 
and homophones with this short 
article from Dictionary.com.

Homophones List
http://homophonelist.com/
homophones-list/
Are your students homophone-
crazy now and want to learn more 
homophone examples? Here’s 
a website with thousands of 
examples. You could pick a couple 
at a time to practice with the class 
or refer students to the website to 
study on their own.

Homophone Quiz
https://www.english.com/blog/
english-homophone-quiz/
Here’s an interactive homophones 
quiz from Pearson English. This 
could appeal to thorough students 
who want to complete all 67 
sentences that are part of the quiz!

AUNT

ANT

https://www.dictionary.com/e/homograph-vs-homophone-vs-homonym/
https://www.dictionary.com/e/homograph-vs-homophone-vs-homonym/
https://www.dictionary.com/e/homograph-vs-homophone-vs-homonym/
http://homophonelist.com/homophones-list/
http://homophonelist.com/homophones-list/
https://www.english.com/blog/english-homophone-quiz/
https://www.english.com/blog/english-homophone-quiz/
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2.  Provide students with a copy of the worksheet on page 9. The worksheet is 
from Writing for the GED® Test Book 3. Give students a few minutes to read 
the worksheet. Go over the Skills Overview and the Homophones Chart as a 
class. Answer any questions that come up about the examples in the chart.

3.  Ask students: Why do you think these homophones are good to know 
before taking an HSE test? Have them generate answers. The answer is that 
the written portions of these tests, such as the Extended Response section on 
the GED test, call for correct usage of commonly confused words. 

4.  Give students time to work with the practice paragraph at the bottom 
of page 9. Check answers together as a class. The corrected answers appear 
below and are underlined:
1) My state just passed a law that bans the sale of supersized soft drinks in 
stores and at fast-food restaurants. 2) I am not sure whose idea this was, but 
I think it’s a good one. 3) There are far too many people who do not take 
care of their health. 4) You may think that your eating and drinking habits 
are nobody’s business but your own. 5) However, if you’re not setting a 
good example for your children, then you’re causing a problem.

5.  To provide additional practice, place each of the homophones from the 
page 9 chart on an index card, preferably in magic marker so it’s easier 
to read (it will be used in the front of the classroom). Write each sentence 
below on a long strip of paper. This also should be done in magic marker so 
the sentences can be read easily by all students. Answers appear in italics 
beside each sentence, but don’t share the answers with students just yet.

a) When will you have  party? (your)

b)  illegal to use fireworks in our community. (It’s)

c) We got there  late to see the show. (too)

d) Publix is very popular.  sales are going up each 
year. (Its)

e)  jacket is this? (Whose)

f)  coming to class at 10 a.m. (They’re)

g) The county  a rule yesterday that many people 
don’t like. (passed)

h) Jan is going  move to North Carolina. (to)

6.   Let students know they will do some additional practice with 
homophones by placing the correct homophone in each sentence. Tape 
each sentence strip on the board. You may want to place only one or two at 
a time so this activity is easier to follow. Put tape on the back of each index 
card. Have students take turns coming to the board and placing the correct 
homophone in each sentence. Check answers together as a class.

7.  For additional practice, remove the sentence strips from the board and 
give students a dictation exercise where you read each sentence slowly. 
Students should be careful to use the correct words when they are writing.

More Information
The article is focused on 
homophones, but there are also 
general spelling rules that students 
studying for the GED or similar 
tests should know. Here are links to 
helpful resources regarding spelling 
rules.

10 Spelling Rules to Help 
Keep You Out of Trouble on 
the GED
https://www.dummies.com/test-
prep/ged/10-spelling-rules-to-help-
keep-you-out-of-trouble-on-the-
ged/
Leave it to the Dummies book 
series to address spelling for GED 
test preparation. As the article title 
implies, it reviews 10 rules that help 
learners become better spellers 
when they take the GED test. 

Easy-to-Remember English 
Spelling Rules for ESL 
Students
https://www.brighthubeducation.
com/esl-teaching-tips/53350-easy-
english-spelling-rules-that-help-
you-remember-correct-usage/
This article provides a quick review 
of a handful of English spelling 
rules and emphasizes that learning 
how to spell in English is tough.

Spelling Quizzes
https://www.usingenglish.com/
quizzes/#Spelling-and-Punctuation
The website Using English has 
more than 20 quizzes for specific 
spelling rules, such as ie versus ei 
and silent letters.

Making Sense of Decoding 
and Spelling
https://lincs.ed.gov/publications/
pdf/MakingSense_LessonPlans_
ALL.pdf
This 402-page resource from the 
National Institute for Literacy is 
actually a full course curriculum 
focused on decoding and spelling. 
However, if there is a specific 
spelling rule you want to practice in 
class, search the table of contents 
to see if there is a related lesson 
you can use.

www.proliteracy.org
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Words That Sound Alike

SKILL OVERVIEW

Many writers have difficulty with words that sound alike, such as too, to, and two. This lesson 
reviews the most common of these homophones and their meanings. Using the wrong form of 
a word is among the most noticeable errors a writer can make. If you have difficulty telling these 
words apart, it is worth your time to memorize their meanings and practice using them correctly.

Homophones Chart

Use the chart below to differentiate between words that are frequently confused.

Words and Meanings Examples
it’s: contraction of it is
its: belonging to it

• It’s important to feed your pet a healthful diet .
• A pet does not control its diet; you control it .

past: time before now
passed: past tense of pass

• In the past, people ate only homegrown foods .
• We passed a farm that produces organic foods .

there: in that place
their: belonging to them
they’re: contraction of they are

•  Every week, a farmer’s market is held there, in the empty lot .
• Farmers bring their products to sell at the market .
• They’re glad to participate in the outdoor market .

to: toward
two: the number following one
too: also; more than the desired 
amount

• My husband and I went to the market .
• The two of us went together .
•  Our son wanted to come too (also) . However, he left too 

(more than the desired amount) late .
who’s: contraction of who is
whose: possessive form of who

• Who’s in charge of the market?
• Buy from the farmer whose produce is the freshest .

your: belonging to you
you’re: contraction of you are

• Where did you park your car?
• You’re parked in a restricted area .

PRACTICE  Underline and correct the homophone errors in this paragraph.

(1) My state just passed a law that bans the sale of supersized soft drinks in stores and fast-

food restaurants . (2) I am not sure who’s idea this was, but I think it’s a good one . (3) There 

are far too many people who do not take care of they’re health . (4) You may think that your 

eating and drinking habits are nobody’s business but your own . (5) However, if your not 

setting a good example for your children, then you’re causing a problem .

Answers and explanations begin on page 71.
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Purpose
To present some pros and cons of using messaging apps 
with adult education students, particularly ELLs. 

Rationale
One billion people—yes, billion—use the mobile messaging app WhatsApp 
every day, according to a 2017 article from the website Engadget. More than 
1.3 billion people use Facebook Messenger each month, reports a 2017 article 
on AdWeek. (Facebook Messenger is the online messaging service of Facebook, 
so you can write private messages to people or groups and make phone calls.) 
There are other popular mobile messaging services as well.
With the surge in popularity of mobile messaging apps, you probably are aware 
of students who use them regularly. This may be especially true with ELLs, 
who frequently use free apps to communicate with friends and family in their 
native countries. However, are these mobile messaging apps a good option 
to provide instruction or supplement what is going on in class? This article 
provides some pros and cons and shares a few more details from an instructor 
who frequently uses one popular messaging app with students.

The Benefits of Using Mobile Messaging Apps
• You can help students learn when they can’t make it to class. Teachers 

can communicate via mobile messaging apps with students who can’t 
get to class. This can help students stick with lessons.

• Mobile messaging apps can reinforce lessons. This may be useful right 
now due to the new coronavirus pandemic. You may study something in 
class and want to share a website, handout, or a point that you forgot to 
mention. You can send out that information via a mobile messaging app. 
Information sent by the messaging app will likely reach many students 
more quickly than an email.

• Students can review information on their own schedule, when they 
have time to dedicate to it.

• With some apps, you can avoid the problems caused by a wrong or old 
phone number. For example, with Facebook Messenger, you are using the 
person’s name instead of their phone number. If phone numbers change, 
you won’t be stuck trying to communicate with someone via an old number.

• You can remind students about important information. This could 
include preparation they should complete for an upcoming lesson.

• You’ll help their boost digital literacy. 

Using Mobile Messaging 
Apps in the Adult Ed 
Classroom

More Information

The 10 Best Mobile 
Messaging Apps
https://www.lifewire.com/best-
mobile-messaging-apps-2654839
Lifewire reviews 10 mobile 
messaging apps and shares some 
pros and cons of each one. Some 
of these apps are more video-
based so they may have more of a 
social function than the apps you 
would want to use with a class.

Is Mobile Instant Messaging 
Useful in Education? 
https://www.sciencedirect.
com/science/article/pii/
S1747938X17300167
For an academic stance on the 
topic of messaging apps in the 
classroom, read more in this 
abstract about a study published 
in 2017 in Educational Research 
Review. The study found that 
mobile messaging can be helpful 
for learning, particularly as a 
supplement to other activities.
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The Downsides of Using Mobile Messaging Apps
• There are privacy concerns. Like most types of technology, there is the 

possibility of having information hacked. 
• There is still no guarantee that students will read or act on the 

information that is sent. This could be the case with any type of group 
messaging.

• The apps could leave behind students who still are not comfortable 
with mobile technology.

• Students and teachers may not want their contact information 
shared with everyone. This could be true for privacy reasons or for 
the possibility that they may be contacted for non-educational related 
questions. If this is a concern, you may want to consider apps like 
Remind or directly emailing students. 

One Teacher’s Use of Mobile Messaging Apps
Although Paul Rogers’ situation may be outside of the norm for many teachers, 
there still are lessons to be learned from his approach. Rogers, based in 
Southern California, teaches English as a second language to Spanish-speaking 
adults for free online. He uses textbooks he has written and his two websites, 
Puma Rosa (pumarosa.com) and Ingles con Profe Pablo (inglesconprofepablo.
com) for class material.
Rogers created Facebook groups in 2013 to post videos and lessons. He also 
started to use WhatsApp groups for beginning, intermediate, and advanced 
students five years ago. One group has local students, while the other has students 
from around the U.S. and Latin America. He has about 150 students in his 
WhatsApp groups.
Rogers posts videos on YouTube for students and posts audio on WhatsApp. 
He also has written lessons that students can access on one of his websites. 
Although he originally only used WhatsApp to answer questions and 
occasionally post stories of interest to students, he said that he now more 
earnestly posts stories, song lyrics, and poetry. Some of the chats have been 
“quite lively” this year, according to Rogers, and there are more students who 
are sharing audios of their opinions with the group.
WhatsApp has been particularly useful in encouraging students to interact, 
Rogers says. “Often students will chat with each other, and they can ask 
questions which I then answer by sending an appropriate video or text from my 
own lessons or from a site on Google,” he says.
To help students feel less pressure when participating via WhatsApp, he lets 
them know his number-one rule is that it is okay to make mistakes. He will 
provide correction as needed to the whole group, usually finding a relevant 
lesson for grammar or another important point.
Rogers does not formally assess students’ progress, but he can still 
gauge improvement over time in their writing and audio recordings. 
He also asks students for their own feedback and self-evaluation.
“Using WhatsApp groups in this way provides a virtual classroom 
in which adult ESL learners can join and participate in on their own 
schedule. Not only do they learn English, but they gain confidence 
by practicing English in this way,” Rogers says.

More Information

Benefits of Mobile Instant 
Messaging to Improve ESL 
Writing
https://tinyurl.com/sg3yrqp
This link summarizes a 2016 study 
published in System that tested 
the use of a WhatsApp group 
with 80 Spanish students taking 
an English class to evaluate if the 
group helped improve writing. 
The results were not conclusive, 
although researchers did write 
that WhatsApp can be a powerful 
educational tool for second-
language interaction.

Mobile Instant Messaging in 
the ESL Writing Class
http://www.tesl-ej.org/wordpress/
issues/volume20/ej79/ej79int/
This 2016 article from The 
International Journal for English 
as a Second Language shares 
ways that writing and grammar 
teachers can use messaging apps 
to encourage learning and boost 
students’ satisfaction. 

Online COVID-19 Resources 
https://www.proliteracy.org/health
In light of the COVID-19 pandemic, 
ProLiteracy has compiled a list 
of various online resources to 
help students. From a list of 
platforms and tools to ways to 
access the internet, to learner-
geared websites, you'll likely find 
something useful, even once the 
pandemic subsides.
 

http://www.tesl-ej.org/wordpress/issues/volume20/ej79/ej79int/
http://www.tesl-ej.org/wordpress/issues/volume20/ej79/ej79int/
https://www.proliteracy.org/health
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More Information

Ever Wonder What They 
Notice?
https://tinyurl.com/yd8ez985
This five-minute video features a 
talk from math instructor Annie 
Fetter that focuses on encouraging 
learners (in her case, child learners) 
to notice and wonder about math 
and the world around them.

Fermi Resources
https://tinyurl.com/w3bbjlt
This is a list of dozens of Fermi 
questions you could potentially 
discusswith your class from the 
website EdGalaxy.com. 

Background on Week of 
Inspirational Math(s)
https://news.stanford.edu/ 
2015/04/17/math-week-
boaler-041715/
This article from the Stanford 
University website highlights the 
site Week of Inspirational Math(s).

Dot Card and Number Talks
https://www.youcubed.org/wim/
dot-card-and-number-talks-k-12/
Dot card and number talks are part 
of a short learning activity to show 
students the creativity of math 
and its visual nature. It is found on 
the Week of Inspirational Math(s) 
website.

Purpose
To introduce numeracy resources that help students sharpen their math 
thinking skills. 

Rationale
Many students (and teachers) approach math lessons with anxiety because 
they think they aren’t good at math. Or, they assume there is only one way to 
find an answer. By using math resources that focus on critical thinking and 
even creative thinking, teachers can help lessen anxiety about math and build 
confidence with adult students. Here are three resources and ideas that go 
beyond just a standard math problem. Some of them may have resources geared 
toward the K–12 setting, but they could be easily used in adult settings as well. 

Resource 1: Using Fermi Questions
Named for Italian physicist Enrico Fermi, Fermi questions are the name for 
questions that encourage approximation of numbers. (Fermi won the Nobel 
Prize in 1938 for discovering slow neutrons.) Although the natural move 
nowadays is to look online for the answers you seek, it can be more engaging 
and even useful for students to use the ability of estimating and approximation 
to find answers to Fermi questions. One example that’s been around a long 
time is, “How many piano tuners are in Chicago?” A teacher can walk the class 
through the type of information needed, such as Chicago’s population, number 
of people per household, and number of households with pianos to come up 
with an answer. Once students become comfortable with the types of data 
found from Fermi questions, they may find similar questions asked of them in 
real life.
Here are some examples of Fermi questions from the website Ed Galaxy:

• How long would it take you to count to a million?
• How many jelly beans fill a bucket?
• How many pizzas are eaten by our class in one year?
• How many beats will your heart make in a lifetime?

Math Problems and 
Puzzles to Sharpen 
Numeracy Thinking Skills
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More Information

Brains Grow and Change
https://www.youcubed.org/wp-
content/uploads/2015/06/Brains-
Grow-Change.mp4
Many of us have heard messages 
about some people being naturally 
good at math while others are 
not. This three-minute video from 
YouCubed refutes that idea and 
explains how our brains grow and 
develop new pathways as we learn 
new things, including math. 

The Adult Numeracy 
Network
The Adult Numeracy Network was 
founded in 1994 and provides 
resources to adult numeracy 
teachers. Benefits of joining the 
Adult Numeracy Network include:
• a newsletter called The Math 

Practitioner, which is published 
three times a year and shares 
a series of math activities that 
members can use or share

• access to a closed community 
forum on LINCS called 
AskANN. The forum allows 
members to ask math 
questions and share ideas in a 
supportive community. 

“Many members are like most 
adult ed students and have math 
anxieties and struggles. This is 
offered to discuss openly about the 
things that are unclear or to learn 
about new techniques or math 
resources,” Schuler-Jones says.
The Adult Numeracy Network is 
an affiliate of the National Council 
of Teachers of Mathematics, 
the Commission on Adult Basic 
Education, the National Coalition 
for Literacy, and Adults Learning 
Mathematics—a Research Forum.
Membership in ANN is $20 
a year or $30 for two years. 
For more information, visit 
AdultNumeracyNetwork.org.

Resource 2: Robert Kaplinsky Math Lessons
For students who are anxious about math or who need to slow down instead of 
rushing to solve a problem, consider using the lessons from Robert Kaplinsky's 
website (https://robertkaplinsky.com/lessons/). Kaplinsky is a Los Angeles math 
teacher. “Kaplinsky’s lessons are well-designed for teachers and are broken into 
grades. Most have the images that would be used in class and some teacher 
guidance on how to deliver and support the lesson,” says Heidi Schuler-Jones 
of the Adult Numeracy Network. Some lessons also include sample student 
work for low-, middle- and high-achieving students. The lessons often include 
short videos related to the topic. You likely will recognize some Fermi questions 
as well in his lessons. Here are a few example questions from Kaplinsky’s site. 
Links to all of these can be found at the Kaplinsky website listed above:

• How much money are the coins worth?
• How do skytypers type messages?
• How much does a 100 × 100 In-n-Out cheeseburger cost?
• How many hot dogs and buns should he buy? (This one features a great 

snippet of Steve Martin from the movie “Father of the Bride “.)
• Which ticket option is the best deal?

Resource 3: Week of Inspirational Math(s)
Designed by Stanford University math professor Dr. Jo Boaler, Week of 
Inspirational Math(s) (https://www.youcubed.org/week-inspirational-math/) 
features free videos and activities that you can adapt and use with your class. The 
activities encourage students to interact with math without a strict focus on just 
obtaining a correct answer. Two activities that focus on ways to invite students to 
engage with math without the fear of being incorrect are Dot Card and Number 
Talks, as recommended by Schuler-Jones (see the sidebar on page 12).
Some of the videos don’t point out a specific math question or problem but 
challenge certain beliefs, such as whether certain people are born with a math 
brain or not (Answer: No. See video link in the sidebar on this page). The 
videos also will help students learn about how the brain works.
On Week of Inspirational Math(s), you can choose specific links 
from the site to build a daily playlist for your class, or you 
can click and choose the activities you want to use. 
Week of Inspirational 
Math(s) is part of 
a broader website 
called YouCubed, also 
designed by Dr. Boaler 
and others at Stanford.

https://www.youcubed.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/Brains-Grow-Change.mp4
https://www.youcubed.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/Brains-Grow-Change.mp4
https://www.youcubed.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/Brains-Grow-Change.mp4
https://robertkaplinsky.com/lessons/
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Join the ProLiteracy Learning Upgrade Challenge
https://www.proliteracy.org/What-We-Do/Programs-Projects/Learning-Upgrade-Challenge
Education providers, instructors, and students can join the ProLiteracy Learning Upgrade Challenge to compete for 
rewards based on activity during each challenge trimester. The Challenge follows three 4-month long trimesters to 
match adult education calendars. During each cycle, new providers can sign up for the ProLiteracy Challenge and receive 
instructor training to get started. Instructors onboard adult learners into the smartphone app, and then learners work on 
lessons that meet their individual needs. Instructors track learner progress to monitor and motivate learners. Providers 
celebrate learner success, and the Challenge rewards the top providers, instructors, and learners each cycle.
After feedback is gathered to improve best practices, the Challenge cycle starts again with a new trimester. Join the 
Challenge cycle that started May 1. To join the challenge or to learn more, visit the website listed above. 

Scoreboost Series Now Available in Spanish
http://www.newreaderspress.com
The Spanish version of the popular Scoreboost® for the HiSET® series is now available. 
Scoreboost para el examen de HiSET will help Spanish learners prepare to take the HiSET 
in their own language. Each book includes a three-step strategy:

• Review the strategy
• Practice by example
• Apply the strategy

Unit practice tests and detailed answers and explanations are available in each book.

2020 Census Resources
https://www.proliteracy.org/Resources/2020-Census
https://www.newreaderspress.com/census-2020-america-is-counting-on-you
Through its partnership with the National Coalition for Literacy, ProLiteracy is focused on Census 2020 in an effort to 
ensure a complete and accurate count of adult learners and their families. Adult learners often fall into one or more groups 
that the Census Bureau has identified as “hard to count,” which means they are at risk of being undercounted. The first 
website above provides links to several resources related to teaching about the census. In addition, News for You®, a trusted 
weekly news source for adult learners published by New Readers Press, released a special edition of the paper earlier this 
year all about the 2020 census. In the issue, students can learn about the census and why it’s important, view a timeline of 
when it’s happening, recap the last census, see a snapshot of what the U.S. might look like in the future, and more. Find a 
sample from that issue at the second link above. 
Note that census-related dates have changed due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Check the Census website (census.gov) for 
the latest dates.

Exploring Resources
R
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News for You® Voting Guide
https://www.newreaderspress.com/filebin/pdf/2020_NFY_Voting_Guide.pdf
News for You offers a free, easy-to-read voting guide. The guide explains who can vote and why every vote counts. The 11-
page guide is geared toward ELLs to help them understand U.S. elections. The guide is well suited for any election and is 
not specific to 2020 only. 

Infectious Disease Outbreaks: Coping With Stress
https://store.samhsa.gov/product/coping-stress-during-infectious-disease-outbreaks
The federal government's Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration has a four-page guide to help all 
of us manage the stress and anxiety caused by infectious disease outbreaks such as the COVID-19 pandemic. It includes 
helpful tips for you or to share with students. 

STAY HEALTHY and 

Explore Education 
Network
When you’ve finished this issue of Notebook, explore 
Education Network and expand on the strategies 
you’ve learned. Check out these resources:

• Free online course and other resources about 
graphic organizers

• New videos that demonstrate teaching 
activities with a newspaper

• The archive of past Notebook issues

Get started today by visiting proliteracyednet.org/login  
or proliteracyednet.org/member_account to create an account.
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After homeschooling her four 
children, Susan Grunder, of Walnut 
Creek, California, and her husband 
became empty nesters. In 2015, 
Susan was looking for her next step 
in life and started volunteering with 
a program for adult ELLs after a 
friend told her about it. She loved 
it and started to work toward a 
TESOL certificate from University 
of California at Berkeley.
A year later, she learned about 
a program called No One Left 
Behind (now called Keeping Our 
Promise), which helps translators in 
Afghanistan and Iraq who were U.S. 
wartime allies and who have come to 
the U.S. with a Special Immigrant 
Visa to re-establish their lives. One 
service is to provide English tutoring 
to the wives who are also studying 
English at an adult school.
Since learning about the program, 

Grunder has volunteered to teach the 
wives, providing in-home tutoring. 
However, she sees a deeper role 
in what she does, “Firstly, I think 
I’m their friend. It’s not just about 
English, it’s the connection. I think 
of myself as an ambassador,” she says.
Lessons cover grammar, speaking, 
pronunciation, citizenship when 
requested, and other basics, but they 
also expand into other life areas. For 
women studying for a driver’s license, 
she’s helped them learn commands 
like, “turn left” or “turn right." Some 
of the women have tea and a snack or 
a meal during a session, and Grunder 
works in conversation practice about 
the food ingredients. For a group 
of women who didn’t know how to 
swim, she arranged a session with 
a female swim teacher who had a 
private pool. The Afghani women 
had a child-like, giggly, somewhat 

scary experience of getting into a 
pool for the first time. 
Privileges that are a regular part 
of life in the U.S.—such as getting 
a driver’s license—are points of 
particular pride for her female 
students. 
Grunder is also invited to their 
birthday parties and other family 
gatherings, which helps her get to 
know the students and their families 
better as well as their culture.
Grunder gets results, too—one 
student with a sixth-grade education 
and no English upon arrival now can 
read English books around a third-
grade level. Grunder “is tireless, 
fresh, and energetic in each lesson 
plan,” says Carol Sebilia, education 
director for Keeping Our Promise. 
“Her students love her, and it shows 
in the progress they have made.”

TUTOR PROFILE

CONNECTION, CONVERSATION, 
AND A CUP OF TEA
by Vanessa Caceres


